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For Vancouver artist, Tania Gleave, diminutive just won’t do. What woman wants 
shrinking violets when she can wear a look-at-me rose on her wrist or ring finger? 
Gleave’s sculptural jewelry pieces command attention—and a closer look. Hand-carved 
ebony “chain” links imitate iron with their shapely heft (Gleave was inspired by a chain 

she found in a shipyard), a crow’s “skull” is eerily elegant (especially when capped with a sterling silver 
crown) and oval slices of horn are tied together with leather. Gleave often marries natural 
materials with unexpected elements such as pyrite, copper, quartz and faceted resin 
for a look that’s anything but blasé. Her runway-worthy pieces were paired 
with designer Anu Raina’s T.O. F/W 2014 collection during Toronto 2014 
World Mastercard Fashion Week (above). From $65–$895,  
Peter Kiss Gallery; taniagleave.com.
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Sojourn at home this summer 
to find sartorial superstars, 
edgey accesories and chic 
stays from sea to sea
Written + produced by Janet Gyenes
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MEGA STYLE

Some people wear 
their hearts on their 
sleeves. Fashion 
designer, Anu Raina, 
has pledged her 
love for her city on 
her midriff-baring 
Spadina blouse, curve-
hugging T.O. pants 
and shapely Harbour 
dress (shown), which 
are part of her new 
T.O. collection. Raina’s 
references to the 
city’s skyline, street 
signals, subway lines 
and scenic spots are as 
haute as they are hot, 
thanks to shades of 
teal, malachite, prune, 
cobalt and black that 
keep the collection 
looking richly refined. 
$400, Harbour dress (on 
request only);  
anuraina.com. 
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Stand-up paddle boarding 
(SUP) has added yin to its yang 
by bringing yoga to the mix. 
We tested our balance and 

flexibility on Osoyoos Lake, BC with Breathe 
Studio’s (osoyoospilates.com) Rhonda, who 
coached us into downward dog, plough 
and warrior—all on our sturdy surfboards! 
Hang loose? Namaste? Whatever mantra you 
choose, try SUP yoga this summer. RedNik 
Surf Co., Calgary; rednik.com. Golden Yoga 
Wellness, Saskatoon; goldenyoga.ca.  
DaCane Surf Shop, Halifax;  dacanesurfshop.
com. Paddle Fit, Gatineau; paddlefit.com.
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